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                                                          Grant No. 12

Total Actual    Saving (-)
grant expenditure

Revenue:

Major Head

2205 Art and Culture

Voted 

Original                           10,64,79

               10,64,79            7,70,82    (-)2,93,97
Supplementary                  ..

Amount surrendered during the year
(March  2013)     2,93,36

Notes and comments:-

Voted Grant

Head Total Actual   Saving (-)
grant expenditure

2205 Art and Culture

105 Public Libraries

99 Setting up of District/Sub Divisional Libraries
.

O                               4,51.00

                   3,17.75          3,17.74     (-)0.01
R                           (-)1,33.25

.

Anticipated saving of `1,33.25 lakh was mainly due to posts kept vacant (`1,04.45 lakh) and
less receipt of leave travel concession claims ( `15.50 lakh). 

                 ( `in thousand)

Grant No. 12 - Art and Culture

(` in lakh)

1.   Saving occurred mainly under:-
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                                                          Grant No. 12- Contd.

Head Total Actual   Saving (-)
grant expenditure

90 Grant-in-aid to Raja Ram Mohan Rai 
Foundation Calcutta

.

O                              30.00

                 ..                    ..  ..

R                          (-)30.00
.

103 Archaeology

94 Setting up of State Archaeological Museum
.

O                              36.00

       ..                    ..  ..
R                          (-)36.00

.

93 Setting up of Zonal Museum
.

O                              67.00

                     35.82              35.75     (-)0.07
R                          (-)31.18

.

98 Archaeological Excavation Exploration 
Programme

.

O                              22.00

                      6.92                 6.91    (-)0.01

R                          (-)15.08
.

(` in lakh)

Entire provision was surrendered through reappropriation due to non-receipt of utilization
certificate for the last year.

Entire provision was surrendered through reappropriation due to non-implementation of the
scheme.

Anticipated saving of `31.18 lakh was mainly due to posts kept vacant (`15.68 lakh),
receipt of less claims for maintenance of Museum (`8.93 lakh) and less purchase of material &
supply items (`3.72 lakh).
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                                                          Grant No. 12- Concld.

Head Total Actual   Excess +
grant expenditure   Saving (-)

99 Direction  Admn.

.

O                            1,60.94

                   1,48.99           1,48.85      (-)0.14
R                           (-)11.95

.

102 Promotion of Arts and Culture

97 Publicity programme of Archives
.

O                              19.00

                     3.47            3.48       +0.01

R                          (-)15.53
.

.

                                              _________________________

Anticipated saving of `15.08 lakh was mainly due to non-issuance of Licence for
excavation by the Government of India (`5 lakh), non-execution of field work (`3.52 lakh) and less
expenditure on maintenance/repair of vehicles (̀ 3.04 lakh).

Anticipated saving of `11.95 lakh was mainly due to posts kept vacant (`9.65 lakh), less
purchase of stationery items and economy measures (`2.42 lakh).

Reduction in provision through reappropriation was mainly due to non-purchase of
vehicle  (`12 lakh) and posts kept vacant (`3 lakh).

(` in lakh)


